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We know Holography works 
for QCD

We apply it to 

EWSB

Explore the pheno

Summary
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We have checked that

HolographyHolography

Works for Works for 

QCDQCD
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Hum…let’s see…

what do we know about 4D QCD?

many things, but in particular…
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Hum…let’s see…

what do we know about 4D QCD?

At high energies scale invariant, except NP dynamics, Condensates

OPE expansion

Global symmetries of QCD? Chiral Symmetry

broken by 

ΠOPE(Q) ∼ Nc log(Q),
αs〈GG〉

Q4 , αs〈qq̄〉
2

Q6 . . .

〈GG〉, 〈qq̄〉 . . . �= 0

〈qq̄〉
SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R
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Let’s try the simplest thing in 5D

Scale invariant         AdS

Quark condensate            bulk scalar

Chiral symmetries             Bulk gauge symmetries

Chiral symmetry breaking             bulk scalar couplings

→

ds2 = w(z)2(dx2 − dz2)
w(z) = l0

z

Scale 
invariance

Conformal 
invariance

If then

Π(Q) ∼ log(Q)

z → λz Q→ Q/λ

AdS

Q↔ 1/z
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Let’s try the simplest thing in 5D

Scale invariant         AdS

bulk scalar

Chiral symmetries             Bulk gauge symmetries

Chiral symmetry breaking             bulk scalar couplings

→

But wait! 

I thought the dictionary dictionary had an entry

“weak in 4D, strong in 5D”

QCD at high energies is weak, right?

NO 5D weakly coupled description!
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But before letting it go and going 
home…

Jµ = q̄γµq ←→ AµWe use the correspondence

S =
∫ √

g d5x (F 2MN )

the action is 5D YM
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But before letting it go and going 
home…

Jµ = q̄γµq ←→ AµWe use the correspondence

the action is 5D YM, and we lose control when h.o.

“weak in 4D, strong in 5D”

in reality,  “at scales around      I’m stuck!”

S =
∫ √

g d5x
(
F 2MN + (DF )2

Λ2 + FD2F
Λ2 + FD4F

Λ4 . . .
)

Λ

All that goes for the ‘t Hooft coupling,

we’re still in the large-N ! 
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But before letting it go and going 
home…

D2F ∼ F

BUT

In AdS/CFT all the computations are ON-SHELL

S =
∫ √

g d5x aF 2MN +
∫
z=zIR

d4x bF 2µν

In general       fields may 
couple to other fields 

They may see a 
different effectiveeffectiveeffectiveeffective
metric

Cubic terms DO receive corrections F 3

Λ2
+ (DF )2

Λ4
F + . . .

Aµ
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Let’s try the simplest thing in 5D

Scale invariant         AdS

Quark condensate            bulk scalar

Chiral symmetries             Bulk gauge symmetries

Chiral symmetry breaking             bulk scalar couplings

→

αs〈qq̄〉
2

Q6 −→αs〈qq̄〉2 z6
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Let’s try the simplest thing in 5D

Scale invariant         AdS

Quark condensate            bulk scalar

Chiral symmetries             Bulk gauge symmetries

Chiral symmetry breaking             bulk scalar couplings 

→
−→

−→

SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R

VM , AM ∝ LM ±RM
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Let’s try the simplest thing in 5D

Scale invariant         AdS

Quark condensate            bulk scalar

Chiral symmetries             Bulk gauge symmetries

Chiral symmetry breaking             bulk scalar couplings 

→
−→

−→
−→

Couples to  X(z) ∼ z3AM
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Let’s try the simplest thing in 5D

Scale invariant         AdS

Quark condensate            bulk scalar

Chiral symmetries             Bulk gauge symmetries

Chiral symmetry breaking             bulk scalar couplings 

→
−→

−→
−→

5D model  in AdS

Charged under the bulk

YM 

and            chosen to 

SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R

X(z)

MX

X(z) = Az +Bz3

5D parameters

4D parameters

(A,B, l1)

fπ,mq, 〈qq̄〉
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And the result is…

Agreement 
to the 10% !

Erlich et al PRL95 (05)

Measured Model
Observable (MeV) (MeV)

mπ 139.6±0.0004 141
mρ 775.8±0.5 832
ma1 1230±40 1220
fπ 92.4±0.35 84.0

F
1/2
ρ 345±8 353

F
1/2
a1 433±13 440
gρππ 6.03±0.07 5.29
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And the result is…

Agreement 
to the 10% !

Erlich et al PRL95 (05)

It is a 3pt function!

4%

Measured Model
Observable (MeV) (MeV)

mπ 139.6±0.0004 141
mρ 775.8±0.5 832
ma1 1230±40 1220
fπ 92.4±0.35 84.0

F
1/2
ρ 345±8 353

F
1/2
a1 433±13 440
gρππ 6.03±0.07 5.29
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Even though QCD is NOTEven though QCD is NOT

SupersymmetricSupersymmetric

(very) large   (very) large   

But seems to be quite conformal

Substitute           by Neumann, Dirichlet BCs

and the agreement is still

15%

X(z)

Hirn & Sanz. JHEP 0512

Nc
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News from last 2 years

You can apply Holography to QCDYou can apply Holography to QCDYou can apply Holography to QCDYou can apply Holography to QCDYou can apply Holography to QCDYou can apply Holography to QCDYou can apply Holography to QCDYou can apply Holography to QCD

and it works! and it works! and it works! and it works! and it works! and it works! and it works! and it works! 
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Apply itApply it

to EWSBto EWSB

Holographic TechnicolorHolographic Technicolor
Hirn & Sanz. PRL95(06)
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Let’s start again,

5D model in AdS, LR bulk, some            ‘s

l0 l1

w(z) = l0
z

UV UV branebrane IR IR branebrane
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Let’s start again,

5D model in AdS, LR bulk, some            ‘s

w(z) = l0
z

SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R 4D Custodial symmetry

Agashe et al.

Csaki et al.

HiggslessHiggslessHiggslessHiggslessHiggslessHiggslessHiggslessHiggsless
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Let’s start again,

5D model in AdS, LR bulk, some            ‘s  

w(z) = l0
z

SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R

X(z)

X1, X2 . . . Couple to         and         AM VM

As in QCDAs in QCDAs in QCDAs in QCDAs in QCDAs in QCDAs in QCDAs in QCD
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And here it is,

5D model in AdS, LR bulk, some            ‘s  

SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R

X(z)

X1, X2 . . .

w(z) ∼ l0
z (1 + cn

zn

ln
1

)
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5D model in AdS, LR bulk, some            ‘s  

SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R

X(z)

w(z) ∼ l0
z (1 + cn

zn

ln
1

)

wV (z) �= wA(z)
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Does it mean we can do 
whatever, and get whatever?

Apparently,

YESYESYESYES

In detail,

NOTNOTNOTNOT really
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1. What‘s the valid approximation?

Always large-N

(weak coupling in 5D) 

No localized kin terms to play with

What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?
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2. NDA for the condensates

NDA Background fields       Natural potential        

How many of these condensates       ‘s we have to 
take into account?

Xi

=⇒

Xd ∼ zd

w(z) = l0
z

(
1 + od

2d(d−1)
z2d

l2d
1

)

X(l0) ∼ 1
l0

What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?
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1 . towards IR

2. Coefficient irrelevant as d grows

z6z4 z8

w(z) = l0
z

(
1 + od

2d(d−1)
z2d

l2d
1

)
What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?
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1. Large-N (5D weak coupling)

2. Pheno relevant condensates

just low djust low djust low djust low d

oV2 , o
A
2 ∼ O(1)

At the end of the day…What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?What are the rules?
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Π(Q2)OPE ∼ 1
Q2d

NDA in X(z)

w(z) ∼ 1
d(d−1)

z2d ⇒ Π ∼ d!2

Q2d

Technical pointTechnical pointTechnical pointTechnical pointTechnical pointTechnical pointTechnical pointTechnical point
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Π(Q2)OPE ∼ 1
Q2d

NDA in X(z)

w(z) ∼ 1
d(d−1)

z2d ⇒ Π ∼ d!2

Q2d

Technical pointTechnical pointTechnical pointTechnical pointTechnical pointTechnical pointTechnical pointTechnical point

Shifman
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Now we know the rules,Now we know the rules,Now we know the rules,Now we know the rules,Now we know the rules,Now we know the rules,Now we know the rules,Now we know the rules,

LetLetLetLetLetLetLetLet’’’’’’’’s look at the s look at the s look at the s look at the s look at the s look at the s look at the s look at the 
phenomenologyphenomenologyphenomenologyphenomenologyphenomenologyphenomenologyphenomenologyphenomenology
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5D model dual to Technicolor?

Problem with the S parameter!

S = Stree +
1
12π

(
log
(

µ2

m2

H

− 1
6

))
= −0.13± 0.1 (PDG)
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5D model dual to Technicolor?

Problem with the S parameter!

S = Stree +
1
12π

(
log
(

µ2

m2

H

− 1
6

))
= −0.13± 0.1 (PDG)

∼ 0.1− 0.2
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5D model dual to Technicolor?

Problem with the S parameter!

S = Stree +
1
12π

(
log
(

µ2

m2

H

− 1
6

))
= −0.13± 0.1 (PDG)

∼ 0.1− 0.2≤ 0
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5D model dual to Technicolor?

Problem with the S parameter!

What’s typical value for S in TC? (rescaled QCD)

Stree ∼ N
4π
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5D model dual to Technicolor?

Problem with the S parameter!

What’s typical value for S in TC?

What’s the value in pure AdS?

Stree ∼ N
4π

Stree = N
4π

as in QCD…

N = 12π2l0
g2
5
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5D model dual to Technicolor?

Problem with the S parameter!

What’s typical value for S in TC?

What’s the value in pure AdS?

Stree ∼ N
4π

as in QCD…

N = 12π2l0
g2
5

Stree = N
4π > 0

Csaki et al.

Barbieri et al.
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5D model dual to Technicolor?

Problem with the S parameter!

Stree = N
4π > 0

Low N
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5D model dual to Technicolor?

Problem with the S parameter!

Stree = N
4π > 0

Low N 1. S decreases 
2. big IR kin terms
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5D model dual to Technicolor?

Problem with the S parameter!

Stree = N
4π > 0

Low N
1. Strong coupling 

2. Tachyons
3. Low-N dual?
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5D model dual to Technicolor?

Problem with the S parameter!

Stree = N
4π > 0

Low N

“flat” fermions
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5D model dual to Technicolor?

Problem with the S parameter!

Stree = N
4π > 0

Low N

“flat” fermions Flavor       S
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5D model dual to Technicolor?

Problem with the S parameter!

Stree = N
4π > 0

Low N

“flat” fermions

QCDQCD--like answer?like answer?
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What’s the value of S in HolQCD?

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

oA

S

✭

GaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobic HiggsHiggsHiggsHiggsHiggsHiggsHiggsHiggs

X(zX(zX(zX(zX(zX(zX(zX(z) couples just ) couples just ) couples just ) couples just ) couples just ) couples just ) couples just ) couples just 
to the Axialto the Axialto the Axialto the Axialto the Axialto the Axialto the Axialto the Axial
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What’s the value of S in HolQCD?

X(zX(zX(zX(zX(zX(zX(zX(z) couples just ) couples just ) couples just ) couples just ) couples just ) couples just ) couples just ) couples just 
to the Axialto the Axialto the Axialto the Axialto the Axialto the Axialto the Axialto the Axial

S is positive S is positive S is positive S is positive S is positive S is positive S is positive S is positive 
and order and order and order and order and order and order and order and order 
3/4 pi  3/4 pi  3/4 pi  3/4 pi  3/4 pi  3/4 pi  3/4 pi  3/4 pi  

S varies with the S varies with the S varies with the S varies with the S varies with the S varies with the S varies with the S varies with the 
axial condensate  axial condensate  axial condensate  axial condensate  axial condensate  axial condensate  axial condensate  axial condensate  

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

oA

S

✭

GaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobic HiggsHiggsHiggsHiggsHiggsHiggsHiggsHiggs
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-50

-40
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-20

-10

0

10

-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10
oA

oV

-0
.0

1

0.0
+0.01

+0.1
A

B
C

●

S=0

Witten’s
positivity
condition

d=2d=2d=2d=2d=2d=2d=2d=2
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-50

-40

-30

-20

-10

0

10

-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10
oA

oV

-0
.0

1

0.0
+0.01

+0.1
A

B
C

●Value/sign of S in Value/sign of S in Value/sign of S in Value/sign of S in Value/sign of S in Value/sign of S in Value/sign of S in Value/sign of S in HolTCHolTCHolTCHolTCHolTCHolTCHolTCHolTC????????

LetLetLetLetLetLetLetLet’’’’’’’’s start bys start bys start bys start bys start bys start bys start bys start by

Any sensible 5D modelAny sensible 5D modelAny sensible 5D modelAny sensible 5D modelAny sensible 5D modelAny sensible 5D modelAny sensible 5D modelAny sensible 5D model

with S=0?with S=0?with S=0?with S=0?with S=0?with S=0?with S=0?with S=0?
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+0.01

+0.1
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●

Things that DONThings that DONThings that DONThings that DONThings that DONThings that DONThings that DONThings that DON’’’’’’’’T workT workT workT workT workT workT workT work

AdS+axial
condensate 

AdS

QCD 
“fqctorization”
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oV
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+0.01

+0.1
A
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●

Things that DONThings that DONThings that DONThings that DONThings that DONThings that DONThings that DONThings that DON’’’’’’’’T workT workT workT workT workT workT workT work
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φ(z) X(z)

Neutral, couples 
to gravity

Charged, 
EWSB

NonNonNonNonNonNonNonNon--------
tachyonictachyonictachyonictachyonictachyonictachyonictachyonictachyonic v2 > 0

oφA = oφV < 0 oXA > 0

oV < 0, oA > oV

A simple thing that DOES workA simple thing that DOES workA simple thing that DOES workA simple thing that DOES workA simple thing that DOES workA simple thing that DOES workA simple thing that DOES workA simple thing that DOES work
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Correlations of negative S and Correlations of negative S and Correlations of negative S and Correlations of negative S and Correlations of negative S and Correlations of negative S and Correlations of negative S and Correlations of negative S and 
spectrum, couplingsspectrum, couplingsspectrum, couplingsspectrum, couplingsspectrum, couplingsspectrum, couplingsspectrum, couplingsspectrum, couplings……………………????????
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For example,
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Holography tested on QCD

Rules of the game:

•Large-N

•NDA for condensates

•Quadratic quantities

Rich Pheno (weakly coupled 
600 GeV-1 TeV resonances)

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions
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Composite HComposite HComposite HComposite H

HiggslessHiggslessHiggslessHiggsless

GaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobicGaugephobic HHHHHHHH

HolTCHolTCHolTCHolTCHolTCHolTCHolTCHolTC
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SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R

UV sources now 
DYNAMICAL!

and a technical point

from QCD to TC…

SU(2)L × U(1)Y

In QCD no dependence on     

but TC different 

l0


